
Adult Forum Schedule 
 

9|26 The Four Gospel Paths Part I: Questions on the Journey 

Adult Forum opening session will introduce the overall vision, content and process of the Adult Faith 

Formation 2021-22 program year. Using material from Heart and Mind by Alexander John Shaia, four 

questions provide the focus of our gospel reading and interactions over the next nine months. 

 

10|10 The Four Gospel Paths Part 2 

A continuation of the overview of an approach to each gospel which brings insights and connects this 

time and our lives with Jesus’s good news told in four unique ways. 

 

10|17 The Gospel of Matthew Overview 

Matthew’s gospel begins the journey with Jesus’s actions and words in answer to the first question: 

“How do we face change?” Through a video and group discussion, this session will encourage and give 

support for the first path. 

 

10|24 The Gospel of Matthew: Hymnal Companions 

Believing that Matthew’s question is an ancient one, this session will offer hymn lyrics written over the 

ages suggesting musical answers to “How do we face change?” 

 

10|31 No Adult Forum: Consecration Sunday 

 

11|7 The Gospel of Matthew: Art Companions 

This session taps the art world for images and color responses to the human effort to face change. 

 

11|14 Insights on the Gospel of Matthew 

Trinity members who formed a team for their journey of this first path will facilitate this session by 

offering individual insights gleaned from engaging this gospel. 

 

11|21 Community Forum: Many Voices on Matthew’s Gospel 

As a new programmatic addition to Trinity’s inter-generational ministry, members of all ages will be 

sharing their connections with Matthew’s story of Jesus. 

 

11|28 The Gospel of Mark Overview 

The journey with Jesus’s words and life answers the second question in Mark’s gospel: “How do we 

move through suffering?” Through video and group discussion, this session will encourage and give 

support for the next path. 

 

12|5 The Gospel of Mark: Hymn Companions 

A focus on hymn lyrics written over the ages reveals answers to the question shaped in Mark’s story of 

Jesus: “How do we move through suffering?” 

 

12|12 The Gospel of Mark: Art Companions 

Gathered from vast artistic examples, this session explores how various mediums convey each artist’s 

reflection of how Mark responded to his community’s movement through suffering. 

  

12|19 Insights on the Gospel of Mark 

Trinity members who formed a team on this path facilitate this session by offering individual insights 

gleaned from engaging Mark’s gospel. 



 

12|26 No Adult Forum 

1|2 No Adult Forum 

 

1|9 Community Forum: Many Voices on Mark’s Gospel 

Trinity members of all ages will be sharing their connections with Mark’s story of Jesus. 

 

1|16 The Gospel of John Overview 

For John’s community in the cosmopolitan city of Ephesus, the question is one of “How do we receive 

the joy?” Along with the apostle Paul’s letters, John’s gospel opens the richness and challenge of 

diversity, a spiritual task requiring patience and perspective. 

 

1|23 No Adult Forum: Annual Meeting (Tentative Date) 

 

1|30 The Gospel of John: Hymn Companions 

This session will offer examples of hymns with answers to John’s question, “How do we receive the 

joy?”. The lyrics can bring new insights on embracing life’s grace and abundance. 

 

2|6 The Gospel of John: Art Companions 

By viewing artists’ work, notice fresh approaches to living out Jesus Christ’s presence. 

 

2|13 Insights on the Gospel of John 

Trinity members who formed a team on this path facilitate this session by offering individual insights 

gleaned from engaging John’s gospel. 

 

2|20 Community Forum: Many Voices on John’s Gospel 

Trinity members of all ages will be sharing their connections with John’s story of Jesus. 

 

2|27 Mardi Gras Party 

The whole congregation is invited to embody Jesus’s gift of joy and new life in a last celebration before 

entering Lent. 

 

3|6 The Gospel of Luke Overview 

The journey with Jesus’s words and life answers the fourth question in Luke’s gospel: “How do we 

mature in service?” Through video and group discussion, this session will encourage and give support 

for the next cycle of steps. 

 

3|13 The Gospel of Luke: Hymn Companions 

Lifting lyrics from the music of some hymns will provide unique answers to the last question on the 

journey: “How we mature in service?” 

 

3|20 The Gospel of Luke: Art Companions 

Through art, this session discusses and explores John’s gospel and how we mature in service. 

 

3|27 Insights on the Gospel of Luke 

Trinity members who formed a team on this path facilitate this session by offering individual insights 

gleaned from engaging Luke’s gospel. 

 

 



4|3 Community Forum: Many Voices on Luke’s Gospel 

Trinity members of all ages will be sharing their connections with Luke’s story of Jesus. 

 

 

4|10 No Adult Forum: Palm Sunday 

4|17 No Adult Forum: Easter 

 

4|24 Highlights of Four Path Journey 2021-22: Part I 

In this session, members will share their insights and experiences as individuals. Like photographs in 

an album, we will take time to remember, savor, connect and celebrate how the Four Questions and 

Gospels guided us during this year. 

 

5|1Highlights of Four Path Journey 2021-22: Part II 

This will be a continuation of the conversations among the group on how different questions and 

gospels spoke to them in the past year. 

 

5|8 Highlights of Four Path Journey 2021-22: Part III 

Now it’s time to focus on the effects of the Four Gospel Path on Trinity as a congregation. The session 

will begin to explore possible stronger, even new, ministries with the seeds planted by all ages 

spiritually reading the Good News of Jesus Christ. 

 

5|15 Celebration of Last Year 

 


